# BINDING MACHINES

**REXEL CWB406**  
**Comb/Wire Binder**  
- Fully featured manual comb & wire binder with high punch capacity  
- Punches up to 30 sheets  
- Binds documents up to 450 sheets using up to 50 mm combs & 140 sheets using up to 14 mm wires  
- Punches A4 & A5 paper  
- Also closes 21 loop wires  
- Includes margin depth adjuster, comb opening stop plus ‘simple click’ for finger tip control of comb opening  
- Comes complete with starter kit  

**ITEM # 2101436**  
**$475 + GST**

---

**REXEL CWB406E**  
**Electric Comb/Wire Binder**  
- Fully featured electric comb & wire binder at the press of a button  
- Punches up to 30 sheets  
- Binds documents up to 450 pages using up to 50 mm combs & 140 pages using up to 14 mm wires  
- Punches A4 & A5 paper  
- Also closes 21 loop wires  
- Includes margin depth adjuster, comb opening stop plus ‘Simple Click’ for finger tip control of comb opening  
- Comes complete with starter kit  

**ITEM # 2101792**  
**$995 + GST**

---

**Jastek 250C**  
**Comb Binder & Hole Punch**  
- Manual operation  
- Combination punching system  
- Comb punch & closer  
- 2 hole punch  
- 25 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 500 sheet max. binding capacity  
- Open throat -A3 Size operation  
- Adjustable margin  

**ITEM # 0322690**  
**$475 + GST**

---

**Jastek 2500CE**  
**Comb Binder & Hole Punch**  
- Electric punch  
- Combination punching system  
- Comb punch & closer  
- 2 hole punch  
- 25 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 500 sheet max. binding capacity  
- Open throat -A3 Size operation  
- Adjustable margin  

**ITEM # 0322680**  
**$945 + GST**

---

**Jastek 250W**  
**Dual Pitch Wire Binder**  
- Manual operation  
- Combination punching system  
- 3:1 & 2:1 pitch wire punch & closer  
- 25 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 250 sheet max. binding capacity  

**ITEM # 0322670**  
**$695 + GST**

---

**Jastek 2000WE**  
**Dual Pitch Wire Binder**  
- Electric punch  
- Combination punching system  
- 3:1 & 2:1 pitch wire punch & closer  
- 20 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 250 sheet max. binding capacity  

**ITEM # 0322660**  
**$1,215 + GST**

---

**Jastek 220CW**  
**Comb & Wire Binder**  
- Manual operation  
- Combination punching system  
- 3:1 pitch wire punch & closer  
- Comb punch & closer  
- 22 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 500 sheet max. binding capacity  
- Adjustable margin  

**ITEM # 0322650**  
**$695 + GST**

---

**Jastek 2500CWE**  
**Electric Comb & Wire Binder**  
- Electric punch  
- Combination punching system  
- 3:1 pitch wire punch & closer  
- Comb punch & closer  
- 25 sheet max. punching capacity  
- 500 sheet max. binding capacity  
- Adjustable margin  

**ITEM # 0313780**  
**$1,215 + GST**

---

**ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 10% GST**

---

**FAX:** 1800 676 083  
**PH:** 1800 804 230  
**ABN:** 20 086 000 731